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Abstract
The goal of this dissertation is to explain how the pricing of European-style options
under Lévy processes, namely jump and jump diffusion processes, can be performed
and the mathematics associated with it. For this purpose, three models are exposed:
Merton, Kou and Variance Gamma, each with different valuation approaches. A
Monte Carlo path simulation is also explained. Finally, calibration of the models to
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1.1 Motivation: Why Large Oscilations
A common problem within standard financial theory is that one admits that the price
of a financial asset follows a stochastic process based on a Brownian motion, in which
variations of great amplitude are not likely to happen. This assumption dates back
from the origins of modern financial theory, pioneered by [4]. This assumption was
also the base of the first option pricing model, the well known Black-Scholes model
— see [7]. However, empirical evidence shows that extreme variations in prices do
occur and that the tails of the distributions of the logarithms of the returns on the
assets are heavier than usually assumed — see, for instance, [22]. This has serious
consequences in the evaluation of financial derivatives, namely options, since their
prices derive from the underlying asset’s behavior. Path continuity is also a common
assumption. It is, however, inconsistent with the existence these variations — also
called jumps. These are illustrated, using real data, in Appendix A.1. One way to
try and get around the problem is to consider Lévy processes, namely processes with
jumps, in which non marginal variations are more likely to happen as a consequence
of fat-tailed distribution based processes, being, therefore, much more realistic.
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1.2 Objective and Methodology
This thesis aims to describe pricing models for European-style options, assuming
that the underlying asset follows a Lévy process — jump-diffusion and pure jump
— hoping that this way, one can better explain the options’ market. The thesis is
structured as follows. First, an introduction to the mathematical tools associated with
Lévy processes. The following chapter is dedicated to two jump-diffusion models —
the Merton and the Kou models — where a common introduction takes place, since
both models are similar in their essence. However, the methodologies used for pricing
are different. Some other fundamental mathematical methods are explained. Then,
pure jump processes are introduced and one of the applications, namely the Variance
Gamma model, is exposed, with the particularity that the new pricing approach is
totaly different from the ones used in the jump-diffusion models. A Monte Carlo path
simulation is also explained and calibration to real data also takes place. Finally, I
draw some conclusions and make a suggestion of further reading.
This thesis is, thus, a very modern, compact and clear exposure of the theory and
applications of Lévy processes in financial modeling, and can also be viewed as an
extension to the models studied during this master’s course.





First of all, it is important to recall what a stochastic process is. A stochastic process
is simply a collection of random variables referenced to an ordered set. This way, it
can be used to construct models in which some given system might evolve in a non
deterministic way, since a whole set of paths are possible. In finance, such processes
are of great importance, since one is willing to model the paths of an asset’s price,
say stock, which are not deterministic at all, for at each instant in time it evolves
randomly. Formally a stochastic process can be defined as:
Definition 1. A stochastic process is a collection of random variables St referenced
to an ordered set {t : t ∈ [0, T ]} and defined in a probability space (Ω,F ,P), where
Ω is the set of all possible outcomes, F is a subset of Ω and P is a function which
associates a number — probability — to an event.
2.2 Lévy Process
There are several types of stochastic processes. The one to be dealt with in this work
is called a Lévy process. It has some particular aspects that define it. It is a sequence
of random variables which are uncorrelated, e.g., the evolution to the next step is
not influenced by its past, and are also stationary, which means that the increments
10
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that take the process from one point to another within the ordered set — say time —
follow the same distribution. It is quite simple, and mathematically can be defined
as follows:
Definition 2. A Lévy process is a stochastic process L = {Lt : t ≥ 0} defined on a
probability space (Ω,F ,P) which verifies the following properties:
1. L has P-almost surely right continuous paths with left limits;
2. L0 = 0;
3. for 0 ≤ s ≤ t, Lt − Ls has the same distribution law of Lt−s (stationarity);
4. for 0 ≤ s ≤ t, Lt − Ls is independent of Lu : u ≤ s.
For those already familiarized with Wiener normal processes, clearly the only differ-
ence is that in the Wiener case it is assumed that the increments follow a normal
distribution. Therefore, Wiener processes are a subclass of Lévy processes and gen-
erate pure diffusion, since great magnitude variations are not likely.
2.3 Poisson Process
Since the new component is jump like, it is important is to introduce pure jump
processes. A jump process is a sequence of random variables that form a purely
discontinuous path. To illustrate it, let us define a Poisson process.
Definition 3. A Poisson process is a sequence of random variables with jump size 1,
where the occurrence of such jumps is distributed in time as
P(N(t+ dt)−N(t) = k) = e
−λdt(λdt)k
k!
, k ∈ N+0
and the increments are independent and stationary. λ is called the intensity and k is
the number of events between t and t+ dt.
11
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2.4 Compound Poisson Process
In insurance, for example, Poisson processes are used to model the arrival of accidents
for the company to cover, which arrive at a rate λ. The value to be paid by the
company is another random variable, making a so called compound Poisson process.
It can be formally defined as:
Definition 4. A compound Poisson process is a sequence of random variables where
the jump size follows a certain distribution, and the occurrence of such a jump is
distributed in time as a standard Poisson process.
2.5 Lévy-Khintchine Representation
A fundamental theorem concerning Lévy processes is the so called Lévy-Khintchine
representation:
Theorem 1. Lévy-Khintchine: Let Lt be a Lévy process. Then its characteristic




eiθLtν(dx) = etΨ(θ) ∀θ ∈ R (2.1)




(1 ∧ x2)ν(dx) ≤ ∞ s.t.





(eiθx − 1− iθx1|x|≤1)ν(dx) ∀θ ∈ R (2.2)
where Ψ is called the characteristic exponent.
Proof. See [10].
This theorem is the core of the theory of Lévy processes, and deserves much attention.
It states that every Lévy process has a characteristic function of the form of equation
(2.1). Thus, they can be parameterized using the triplet (a, σ2, ν), where a is the drift,
12
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σ2 is the variance of a Brownian motion and ν(dx) is the so called Lévy measure or
jump measure. As for the drift and Brownian motion components, one assumes that
the reader is already familiar with them. The new component is the Lévy measure,
ν(dx), which is associated with the jumps beyond “normal” that make the process
path discontinuous.
2.6 Finite and Infinite Activity
The rate at which such discontinuities arrive is given by the integral of the Lévy
density, λ =
∫ +∞
−∞ ν(dx). In the particular case of compound Poisson processes,
ν(dx) = λf(x)dx, where f(x) is the density of the distribution of jumps. When this
integral is finite the process is said to have finite activity. If the integral is infinite,
then it is said to have infinite activity, which implies that the process can have infinite
jumps in a finite time interval.
So, a pure jump process has a triplet of the form (a, 0, ν), since there is no diffusion
component. As for a pure diffusion process, the triplet is of the form (a, σ2, 0) since
no jump component exists, whereas in a jump-diffusion process the triplet takes the
form (a, σ2, ν) for it is a mixture of jump and diffusion components.
It is also important to point out that a jump-diffusion has a jump component with
finite rate λ, whereas a pure jump process has, in financial modeling, infinite activity.
2.7 Gamma Process
Another important process in financial modeling is the Gamma process. It is a purely
discontinuous process with infinite activity. Since the Lévy-Khintchine representation
has already been explained, this process will be stated in terms of its Lévy measure.
It can be defined as follows.
Definition 5. The Gamma process — see [20] — γt(µ, δ) with mean rate δ and
variance rate ν is the increasing process of independent Gamma increments which
13
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See also [3]. This measure has infinite integral, so the process has an infinite arrival
rate of jumps, most of which are small, as one can see from the concentration of the
Lévy measure at the origin. So, at every instant in time an increment is added, which
follows a Gamma distribution. This process will be used in one of the option pricing
models presented in this thesis.
2.8 Momenta of Stochastic Processes
Also recall that once one has the characteristic function, the nth moment of the process
can be found through
Theorem 2.









2.9 Exponential Lévy Process
Another important process to point out is the Lévy analogous to the well known
geometric Brownian motion, since in finance one often works with the log returns on
the asset. It is called exponential Lévy process and can be defined as follows.
Definition 6. Following [10], an exponential Lévy process is a stochastic process that
can be written in the form:
St = S0e
Lt
where Lt is a Lévy process.
14
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2.10 Lévy-Itô Lemma
Since we will be using processes with a jump component it is important to define a
way of differentiating functions with stochastic jump and diffusion arguments. Tra-
ditionally this is done through the Itô lemma. However, it only admits Wiener like
arguments. So, an extension of this lemma to processes with jumps needs to be stated.























+ [f(Xt− + ∆Xt)− f(Xt−)] (2.4)
Proof. See [10].
Notice that the only difference to the traditional Itô lemma is the last term, which
accounts for the occurrence of jumps, where t− is the left limit of the function at a
given point in time, e.g., the value that the function takes just before the occurrence
of a jump. This lemma is valid for finite activity processes only. For infinite activity
see, for instance, [23].
I would also like to point out that in this work one will only deal with finite variance
processes, since this is an essential requirement in derivative pricing. If this was not
the case, then asset’s price would be likely to jump with arbitrary magnitude, which
would not be realistic.






The idea of a jump-diffusion process — see [25] — is that the diffusion part takes
into account the normal fluctuations in the risky asset’s price caused by, for example,
a temporary imbalance between supply and demand, changes in capitalization rates,
changes in the economic outlook or other information that causes marginal changes
in price. As for the non-marginal variations, it is expected that the information that
would cause them come in discrete points in time, and that is why a jump component
is added to the traditional diffusion process.
3.1.1 Incorporation of Jumps
The goal is to start from a diffusion model, namely the Black and Scholes model —
see [7] — and add up a jump component, which is modeled as a compound Poisson
process.
One begins by defining the probability of a certain number of jumps N occurring in
16
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the time interval dt, which we call dNt:
P(N = 1 in dt) = P(dNt = 1) ≈ λdt
P(dNt ≥ 2) ≈ 0
P(dNt = 0) ≈ 1− λdt
where λ is the jump intensity. Notice that the arrival of jumps is approximated by
a Bernoulli variable, which comes from a series expansion of the Poisson distribution
that models the arrival of jumps.
Suppose that in dt, St jumps to VtSt, where Vt is the absolute jump size.






= Vt − 1
3.1.2 Equation of Dynamics
Thus, in order to incorporate the jump component into the model, one writes the
stochastic differential equation that defines the dynamics as:
dSt
St
= (α− λζ)dt+ σWt + (Vt − 1)dNt (3.1)
where Wt is a standard Brownian motion, Nt is a Poisson process with intensity λ,
and it is assumed that St, Nt and Vt are independent. α is the instantaneous expected
return, σ is the volatility associated with the Brownian motion and






Thus, the term −λζ is added in the drift of equation (3.1) in order to compensate
the Poisson process, so that the log returns on the asset will have an expectation of
17
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αdt. Thus, the process of the discounted prices becomes a martingale.
3.1.3 Solution via Lévy-Itô Lemma
Theorem 4. The solution for the stochastic differential equation









Proof. Applying the Itô formula (2.4) for jump-diffusion processes from Theorem 3



























dWt + ln(Vt) + ln(St)− ln(St)
d(ln(St)) = (α− λζ)dt−
σ2
2
dt+ σdWt + ln(Vt)
ln(St) = ln(S0) + (α−
σ2
2



















where Yk = ln(Vk).
Now, one ends up with an exponential Lévy process St = S0e






















3.1.4 Risk Neutral Dynamics
For the purpose of risk neutral valuation, it is required that the asset grows at the
risk-free rate, so that the discounted prices become a martingale under the risk neutral
measure. So, the logical thing to do is to refer to α as the risk-free rate, and taking the
other parameters as risk neutral too. Jump-diffusion models are incomplete market
models, since there is more than one equivalent martingale measure Q ∼ P under
which the process of the discounted asset price becomes a martingale. In terms of
the hedging portfolio, this is equivalent to saying that there is no way of building a
completely risk-free hedging portfolio.
[25] gets an equivalent measure, Q ∼ P, by changing the drift of the Brownian motion









Notice that the only thing that happens is that α becomes r − q, the risk-free rate
(minus the continuous dividend yield). [25] suggests that dNt has no correlation with
the market as a whole, e.g., the risk associated with jumps is non-systematic. There-
fore, it can be diversified away. This is the way [25] gets around the incompleteness
problem.
3.2 The Merton Model
This section exposes the first option pricing application of jump-diffusion processes,
proposed by [25]. I shall follow [24].
19
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3.2.1 Dynamics
Under the Merton model it is assumed that the dynamics are driven by a process gen-
erated by an equation like (3.2), with jumps log-normally distributed Yk = ln(Vk) ∼





3.2.2 Characteristic Function, Momenta and Activity
Notice that the process can be characterized by the triplet (b, σ2, ν(dx)), where b =
r − q − σ2
2




2δ2 . Thus, by using Theorem 1,















And, by differentiating the characteristic function using Theorem 2, the first two
moments can be found to be
E(Lt) = t (b+ λδ)
V ar(Lt) = t
(
σ2 + λµ2 + λδ2
)
As we can see, both the mean and variance are finite.
3.2.3 Option Pricing
The value of a contingent claim — say an European-style option — H(ST ) at time t
is the discounted value of its expectation under the risk neutral measure:
HMt (St) = e
−r(T−t)EQ[H(ST )|Ft]
20
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where the superscript M stands for Merton. Then,













For simplicity let us use τ = T − t and define the counter as NT−t = 0, 1, 2, 3... ≡ i
so that we use index i to denote the number of jumps; note also that the compound
Poisson process follows the law
∑Nt
k=1 Yk ∼ N (iµ, iδ2). And, by conditioning on the
number of jumps i one obtains:










Notice that Q(Nτ = i) is the probability of occurring i jumps between t and T , which


















The term in the exponential follows














2 − 1}τ + iµ ; σ2τ + iδ2)
and it can be rewritten so that its distribution stays the same















2 − 1}τ + iµ ; σ2τ + iδ2)
so it comes
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and by adding and subtracting iδ
2
2τ






























and rearranging it comes:

















Notice that the objective is to get the evaluation formula in terms of the Black-Scholes
(BS) formula:
HBS(τ, St, σ, r − q) := e−rτEQ[H(Ste(r−q−
σ2
2
)τ + σWQτ )] (3.3)
3.2.4 Pricing Formula
Thus, Merton’s pricing formula can be viewed as a weighted average of BS price
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HBS(τ ; St ; σi ; (r − q)i)
where








(r − q)i = r − q − λ(eµ+
δ2





Notice that a martingale approach has been performed. One could as well get this
very same formula by creating a hedging portfolio, as originally done by [25].
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3.3 The Kou Model
In the Kou model, the idea is pretty much the same as in Merton’s. It incorporates
a geometric drifted Brownian motion and a jump part. However, the latter follows a
double exponential distribution, instead of Merton’s normal law.
Some advantages of this model are that it captures some important features of the
dynamics of financial assets in the real market, namely the asymmetric leptokurtosis
and the volatility smile, and yet provides closed form solutions for the most important
types of options.
3.3.1 Dynamics
Following [17], under the risk neutral measure the asset’s price is modeled by the
following stochastic differential equation:
dSt
St−







being Wt a Brownian motion, Nt a Poisson process with intensity λ and Vi a sequence
of independent identically distributed non negative random variables s.t. Yi = ln(Vi)
follows an asymmetric double exponential distribution whose density is given by
fY (x) = pη1e
−η1x1{x≥0} + dη2e
η2x1{x<0}
with η1 ≥ 1 (so St has finite expected value), η2 ≥ 0, p, d ≥ 0 and p + d = 1.
Therefore, the compensator ζ is






Notice that equation (3.4) is the same as (3.1), with a slightly different notation for
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Then, the logarithm of the return on the asset Lt ≡ ln( StS0 ) follows
Lt =
(








Yi, L0 = 0 (3.5)
3.3.2 Characteristic Function, Momenta and Activity
The process can be characterized by the triplet (b, σ2, ν(dx)), where b = r − q −
σ2
2
− λζ and ν(dx) = λf(dx) = λ{pη1e−η1dx1{x≥0} + dη2eη2dx1{x<0}}. Thus, by using
















And, by differentiating the characteristic function using Theorem 2, the first two





















As we can see, both the mean and variance are finite.
3.3.3 Option Pricing
As we know, in order to get the price of an option, one has to find the present value of
its final payoff. For a call option’s in particular, the final payoff is H(ST ) = (ST−X)+.
Then, its present value is given by
Ct(St, X, T ) = e
−r(T−t)EQ[(ST −X)1{ST≥X}|Ft] (3.6)
25
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Now, introduce the notation for a probability as follows
Ψ(r − q, σ, λ, p, η1, η2, a, T ) = Q(ZT ≥ a|Ft) (3.7)
with Zt := (r− q)t+ σWt +
∑Nt
i=1 Yi, and where Y has the double exponential distri-
bution defined previously.
Now, by expanding equation (3.6) it follows
Ct(St, X, T ) = e
−r(T−t)EQ[ST1{ST≥X}|Ft]− e−r(T−t)XEQ[1{ST≥X}|Ft]
= e−r(T−t)EQ[ST1{ST≥X}|Ft]− e−r(T−t)XQ[ST ≥ X}|Ft] (3.8)
3.3.4 Change of Numeraire
In order to compute the first expectation in the right hand side of equation (3.8),
one needs to get rid of the ST term that multiplies the indicator function. This is
accomplished through a change of numeraire — see [14]. Notice that this technique
is not the one used by [17]. The idea is to change to a new numeraire associated with
a new martingale measure. Then, one finds the Radon-Nikodym derivative and, by
comparison to the Girsanov theorem, some parameters can be extracted and, based
on them, a new process can be built. Thus, let us proceed. The numeraire of the
“money market account” is defined as
Q↔ βt = β0ert
and the new numeraire can be defined as
Q̃↔Mt = Steqt
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where XT represents the time-T price of any financial asset. Therefore,









1{ST≥X}|Ft]− e−r(T−t)XQ[ST ≥ X|Ft]
= Ste

























)|Ft) = Ψ(r − q −
σ2
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Now, all that is left to find is the probability under Q̃. Again, by the previous change





















i=1 Yi︸ ︷︷ ︸
jump
(3.9)
3.3.5 Girsanov in Jump-Diffusion
Since one is dealing with a jump-diffusion model, an extended version of the Girsanov
theorem is required.
Theorem 5. Girsanov for jump-diffusion: Let Q be a probability measure and Q̃ an
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ζ = eθEQ[eαY ]− 1
then, under the new measure Q̃
W̃t = Wt − σt






being fY (x) the distribution function of jumps and f̃Y (x) its so called Esscher tran-
form — see [15].
Proof. See [9].
Applying Theorem 5 to equation (3.9) — with t → T − t, α = 1 and θ = 0 — and
following [18] and [9], the rate under the new measure is















































































)|Ft) = Ψ(r − q +
σ2
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Ct(St, X, T ) =e
−r(T−t)StΨ(r − q +
σ2
2




− e−r(T−t)Ψ(r − q − σ
2
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In order to achieve the pricing formula, the probabilities of exercise Ψ need to be
specified. In order to do so, it is necessary to find the density for the sum of a normal
random variable and a double exponential. The derivation is extensive and can be




















In(c, α, β, γ) =
+∞∫
c
eαxHhn(βc− γ)dx ∀n ≥ 1
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where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution. Then
nHhn(x) = Hhn−2(x)− xHhn−1(x) ∀n ≥ 1
and ∀n ≥ −1


























 1 ⇐ β > 0, α 6= 0−1 ⇐ β < 0, α ≤ 0
Finally, the exercise probability is defined as



















































































, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
Pn,n := p








Up until now we have been dealing with finite activity models, namely jump-diffusions.
Now the idea is to use a jump process with infinite activity. Unlike the previous mod-
els, these processes generate purely discontinuous paths, e.g., there is no diffusive
component. Instead of having a drifted Brownian motion generating the paths and,
once in a while, a jump occurring, the paths are generated by infinite jumps, most of
them small.
Moreover, a totaly different valuation approach will be used. In the previous mod-
els, closed form solutions were obtained for pricing European-style options. In the
Merton model the solution is expressed in terms of Black-Scholes values and in Kou
is expressed by using special mathematical functions. But a closed form solution is
not always possible to obtain and, in some cases, for instance in the Kou model, it
requires a laborious mathematical treatment. For a more general exponential Lévy
process a stronger formalism is required, and the use of characteristic functions and
numerical integration turns out to be the most cost-effective procedure for pricing
European-style options.
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4.2 The Variance Gamma Model
4.2.1 Dynamics
The Variance Gamma process — see [20] — is a three parameter generalization of the
Brownian motion and is obtained by evaluating a Brownian motion with constant drift
and volatility at a random time change given by a Gamma process, with constant drift
and volatility. Each unit of calendar time can be considered as having an economically
relevant time length given by an independent random variable which has a density
with unit mean and positive variance. Under the Variance Gamma process the unit
period continuously compounded return is normally distributed, conditional on the
realization of a random time change. In addition to the volatility of the Brownian
motion there are two additional parameters that control both kurtosis and skewness.
The Variance Gamma process has no continuous martingale component, contrary to
the previous models. It is a pure jump process with infinite activity. See also [21].






= (r − q)t+ Yt(σ, θ, ν) + ωt (4.1)




) so that the expectation of the log returns equals
r, the risk free rate. Notice that there is a drift (r−q)t, a pure jump component Yt and
ωt plays the role of a compensator, in analogy with the previous models. However,
one question remains. What is Yt?
Consider a drifted Brownian motion bt(µ, σ) = θt + σWt. Now, replace time by a
Gama process with mean rate θ = 1 and variance rate ν, so t → γt(1, ν). This
procedure, replacing time with a stochastic process, is called subordination. Then
define Yt(σ, θ, ν) = bγt(1,ν)(θ, σ) as a Variance Gamma process. Replacing time by a
Gamma process is the way of giving every unit of time an economical relevant time
length, as described earlier.
So, equation (4.1) indicates that the log returns on the asset follow a drifted Variance
Gamma motion.
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4.2.2 Option Pricing
Assuming that the characteristic function of a random variable — say ln(ST ) — is
known analytically, [5] provide a formula to numerically determine the price of an
European-style option.
Theorem 6. Under the Variance Gamma model, the price of an European-style call
option is given by
Ct(St, X, T ) = Ste
−q(T−t)Π1 − e−r(T−t)XΠ2
where




























The price of an European-style put option can be calculated through put-call parity.
The integrals in Theorem 6 can be calculated numerically, using, for example, a
Gaussian quadrature — see, for instance, [26].
4.2.3 Characteristic Function
According to [20], the characteristic function of a Variance Gamma process is given
by
φYt(u) = E[eiuYt)] =
(
1













ln(St) = ln(S0) + (r − q + ω)t+ Yt
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See also [19]. Now, all that is left to do is to apply Theorem 6.
Thus, it is very easy to price European-style options using this formalism. One first
gets the characteristic function of the log returns and then applies Theorem 6. As
simple as that. The disadvantage of this method is that it requires a numerical
integration. Nevertheless, it is the most cost-effective formalism. Notice that in the
Merton and Kou models, the value of an European-style option could as well be found
using this method, and it would have been quite simpler. For the purpose, one would
have to use the characteristic functions of the respective models.
One could ask: what about using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in order to calculate
the integrals? In fact, FFT is a very fast method. Its application to option pricing
can be found in [8]. However, there are certain stability conditions to be taken into
account, and these are not as simple as [8] states. A more detailed study on the




Another way to price a contingent claim is through Monte Carlo simulations. There
is no need for using Monte Carlo simulations in the previous models, since there are
closed form solutions, which are much quicker to compute. Nevertheless, a demon-
stration of this method will be performed, since it can be very useful on more complex
contexts where there is no closed form solution and because it is important to show
how to simulate paths from the stochastic differential equations that define the asset’s
dynamics. The idea is to simulate the paths of the asset’s price, averaging the final
payoff for a large number of simulations and then discount it using the risk-free rate.
5.1 Merton
For the Merton model, the paths can be simulated through the following equation:








u ∼ N (µ, δ
2), with probability λ∆t
0, with probability 1− λ∆t
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which is a Bernoulli variable, and ε ∼ N(0, 1). Notice that the Bernoulli variable
works as an asymptotical approximation for the arrival of jumps in the Poisson pro-
cess.
See some simulations of this model in Appendix A.3.
5.2 Kou
As for Kou model, the method is very similar. However, the jump component is




−η1x1{x≥0}, with probability p
v ∼ η2eη2x1{x<0}, with probability d
with probability λ∆t
0 with probability 1− λ∆t
5.3 Variance Gamma
The paths can be simulated through:















Now it is time to test the models and to check if they fit the real data and what
advantages they bring over the traditional diffusion models. In order to so, one shall









The data contains options on stock and stock market indices, namely, Apple, Nikkei,
Ibovespa, FTSE and Nasdaq. Additionally, local and stochastic volatility models
with no jump component are calibrated, namely the CEV — see [11] — and Heston
— see [16] — models, so one can compare them all and see what advantages may
come from each of them.
6.2 Results
The results are from Appendix B.1. They are presented as MAPE — Mean Average
Percentage Error — so that it is easier to check the quality of the fitting. The
parameters can be found in Appendix B.2 and the corresponding options in Appendix
C.
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6.3 Analysis
In all cases some model turns out to fit the data better than the Black-Scholes model.
However it is not always the same model that brings better results and sometimes the
improvement is not that significant. This happens because the models are constructed
assuming that the market “thinks” that a given asset price follows a determined
stochastic differential equation, which may not be the most correct one. For different
underlying assets the market might have different assumptions. One must keep in
mind that one is trying to create a model that may explain how the market prices
the options, independently of what one might think about a given asset’s historical
behavior, although the market should act mainly according to that, at least in theory.
There is no model which is absolutely the most efficient, however, in some cases the
stochastic volatility models show better results, though they have no jump component.
So, the fact that the volatility is constant in time as well as the rate arrival of jumps
is a limitation to be taken into account in the models studied, since it is unrealistic
to think that the market implicitly assumes the same volatility and the same rate
arrival of jumps for every moment in time.
The optimization algorithm is something to be considered as well, since, as one can see
from Appendix B.1, it is possible to find different minima using different algorithms.
It is also important to notice that the errors in the fitting arise not only from the
limitations of the models alone, but also from the possibility of non verification of
certain basic conditions that are widely assumed in financial modeling, for instance,
the non existence of arbitrage, the fact that one can buy or (short) sell anything
at anytime, the assumption that there are no transaction costs or a bid-ask spread.
There can also be the problem that when the prices are extracted, they may not be
up to date with the spot, due to some lag between the pricing of the derivative by
the market and the spot price.
Nevertheless, one needs to say that the results, although not perfect, they bring some





In this thesis several models and methods for pricing European-style options were
exposed. One started by introducing some important methods on stochastic calculus
with jumps. Then, three models were presented: the Merton, the Kou and the
Variance Gamma. Two of them, the Merton and the Kou, are finite activity jump-
diffusions. The Variance Gamma, though, is an infinite activity pure jump model.
For each model, a different pricing approach was performed. In the Merton case,
the options’ prices were given by a weighted average of Black-Scholes prices. In the
Kou model, the solution was given in terms of special mathematical functions and, in
the Variance Gamma model, a semi-closed form solution was obtained, though quite
simple and understandable.
As for the methods used, in the Merton model one expressed the price of an option in
terms of Black-Scholes prices by conditioning on the number of jumps. This method is
applicable for the Merton model alone and gives closed form solutions for European-
style options only. In the Kou model, one recurred to a change of numeraire technique
and to a Girsanov theorem for jump-diffusions. Moreover, complicated mathematical
functions were required in order to define the probabilities of exercise. However,
although only European-style options were studied, it is important to remark that
the Kou model presents closed form solutions for the majority of option styles. In the
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Variance-Gamma model, one used characteristic functions and numerical integration,
in order to perform a Fourier inversion. From my point of view, the formalism applied
to the Variance Gamma model is the most cost-effective, since it only requires the
characteristic function of a process, which, in the case of Lévy processes, can be easily
built via the Lévy-Khintchine representation. This is a great advantage of the Lévy
process with respect to, for instance, the stochastic volatility models, since for the
latter the computation of the characteristic function can be much more complicated,
for the increments of the process are correlated, which is not verified in Lévy processes.
Then, it was shown how these models’ paths can be simulated and how, therefore, the
options can be priced via Monte-Carlo simulations. It was not necessary to apply it to
our cases, since closed form solutions were obtained. Nevertheless it is an important
methodology that can be applied under more complicated contexts.
Finally, the models were calibrated with real data from the options’ market, and we
saw how well these models fit the market for the given cases. No model showed to be
absolutely the best. However, all of them brought improvements with respect to the
traditional pure diffusion Black-Scholes model.
In this work, I also provide Matlab® code for the valuation formulae, which may be
very useful to the reader. It can be found in Appendix D.
Thus, one can conclude that the Lévy processes bring together some improvements
in explaining the market as well as a variety of solid frameworks to achieve pricing
formulae.
7.2 Further Reading
For those interested in investigating even further, I want to suggest some reading. It
would be interesting to extend these models, and study models that combine both
jumps and stochastic volatility. There is a model proposed by [6] that combines the
Merton jump-diffusion model and the Heston stochastic volatility model, by defining
two stochastic differential equations: one for the asset’s price and another for the
volatility associated with the Brownian motion. Another interesting model is one
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that also includes a stochastic differential equation for the rate arrival of jumps —
see [12]. Since stochastic volatility implies correlation between the increments of the
process, these models lie beyond the scope of Lévy processes.
With respect to methodology, an interesting field is the option valuation approach
via partial integro-differential equations and their solution through finite difference
methods — see for instance, [27].
7.3 Final Note
This is a field with lots of research yet to be done, and I hope that with the reading





Figure A-1: Apple’s log prices Figure A-2: Apple’s log-returns
Figure A-1 shows the daily logarithm of Apple’s stock price between 01/01/2003 and
01/01/2013. Figure A-2 shows the daily logarithmic returns on Apple’s stock price
between 01/01/2003 and 01/01/2013.
Large variations can be better seen in Figure A-2. Notice that although most of the
values lie in a small region, sometimes some spikes show up. These represent large
variations, which we call jumps.
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A.2 Merton Prices
Figure A-3: Merton Model: Value vs
Strike - varying lambda
Figure A-4: Merton Model: Value vs
Strike - varying delta
Figure A-3 shows the value of a call option as a function of the strike, varying the
parameter λ of the Merton model, keeping the other parameters fixed. The parame-
ters used are: λ ∈ {1, 3, 10}, µ = −0.1 and δ = 0.1. Figure A-4 shows the value of a
call option as a function of the strike, varying the parameter δ of the Merton model,
keeping the other parameters fixed. The parameters used are: λ = 1, µ = −0.1 and
δ ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}.
As we can check, the value of the option under the Merton model relative to the value
under the Black-Scholes model increases as the rate arrival of jumps λ increases and
as the variance of the jump distribution δ increases. This was expected, since more
jumps with greater variance mean more uncertainty in the expected final payoff.
A.3 Path Simulation
Figure A-5 shows a simulation of the logarithm of the stock price under the Merton
model for 360 days. Figure A-6 shows the first differences of the logarithm of stock
the price under the Merton model for 360 days. Figure A-7 shows a simulation of the
logarithm of the stock price under the Black-Scholes model for 360 days. Figure A-8
shows the first differences of the logarithm of the stock price under the Black-Scholes
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Figure A-5: Merton model path simu-
lation
Figure A-6: Returns for Merton model
path simulation
Figure A-7: Black-Scholes model path
simulation
Figure A-8: Returns for Black-Scholes
model path simulation
model for 360 days.
It is an empirical evidence that large variations do happen. By comparing Figures
A-5 and A-6 with Figures A-7 and A-8 we can check that the inclusion of jumps
brings indeed the likeliness of large variations in an asset price. It can be seen more
clearly from Figures A-5 and A-7. Notice that in Figure A-5 all the values lie in a
tiny interval. In Figure A-7 most of the values are places in a tiny interval as well.
However, we see some spikes of large variation. Thus, if we compare both simulations
to Figures A-1 and A-2 we can clearly see that the model that admits jumps — the























































(*) model with the best fitting.
(**) result was obtained through simulated annealing algorithm, instead of Matlab®’s
fminsearch algorithm used by default.
The corresponding options can be found in Appendix C.
B.2 Parameters
Merton δ µ λ σ
Apple 0.8651 -0.4707 0.3318 0.1775
Apple(2) 0.1996 -11.4801 0.0882 0.2217
Ibovespa 0.8063 -8.6553 0.0000 0.1918
FTSE 0.0245 0.0138 0.0000 0.1486
Nasdaq 0.6672 -1.5696 0.0602 0.1227
Nikkei 0.0213 0.0286 0.0000 0.3444
Kou σ λ p η1 η2
Apple 0.2453 0.0009 0.5603 1.6889 0.5134
Apple(2) 0.2640 0.0010 0.5607 1.6600 0.5068
Ibovespa 0.1920 0.0000 0.5929 1.5299 0.5031
FTSE 0.1486 0.0000 0.5981 1.5239 0.5097
Nasdaq 0.1542 0.0000 0.5892 1.5247 0.4977
Nikkei 0.3459 0.6108 0.0756 18.8657 4.3408
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Variance Gamma θ ν σ
Apple 0.0378 0.0583 0.2745
Apple(2) -0.1372 0.1053 0.2925
Ibovespa 1.0000 0.0172 0.1390
FTSE -0.9077 0.0187 0.0856
Nasdaq -0.4623 0.1024 0.0966




Figure C-1: Options on Apple’s
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Figure C-2: Options on Nikkei
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Figure C-3: Options on Ibovespa
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Figure C-4: Options on FTSE 1/3
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Figure C-5: Options on FTSE 2/3
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Figure C-6: Options on FTSE 3/3
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Figure C-7: Options on Nasdaq 1/3
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Figure C-8: Options on Nasdaq 2/3
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Figure C-9: Options on Nasdaq 3/3
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1 f unc t i on c = MJD( type , So ,X,T, de l ta , nu , lambda , vola , r ,N) %% r−>
r−q
2 K = exp (nu + 0.5* de l t a ˆ2) − 1 ;
3 c = 0 ;
4 f o r n = 0 : N
5 sigma n = s q r t ( vo la ˆ2 + n* de l t a ˆ2/T) ;
6 r n = r − lambda*K + n* l og (1+K) /T;
7 f n = BS( type , So ,X, r n , 0 , sigma n ,T) ;
8 c = c + exp(−lambda*(1+K) *T) * ( lambda*(1+K) *T) ˆn * f n /






APPENDIX D. MATLAB® CODE
1 f unc t i on out = Hh(n , x )
2 i f n==−1
3 out=s q r t (2* pi ) *normpdf (x , 0 , 1 ) ;
4 end
5 i f n==0
6 out=s q r t (2* pi ) *normcdf(−x , 0 , 1 ) ;
7 end
8 i f n>0
9 v (1 )=s q r t (2* pi ) *normpdf (x , 0 , 1 ) ;
10 v (2 )=s q r t (2* pi ) *normcdf(−x , 0 , 1 ) ;
11 f o r i =3:n+2
12 v ( i ) =(1/( i −2) ) *( v ( i −2)−x*v ( i −1) ) ;
13 end




1 f unc t i on out = P(n , i , p , q , eta1 , eta2 )
2 i f i==n
3 out=pˆn ;
4 e l s e
5 sum=0;
6 f o r j =1:n−1
7 sum = sum + pˆ j *q ˆ(n−j ) *nchoosek (n−i −1, j−1)*( eta1 /(
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D Functions
1 f unc t i on out = Q(n , i , p , q , eta1 , eta2 )
2 i f i==n
3 out=qˆn ;
4 e l s e
5 sum=0;
6 f o r j =1:n−1
7 sum = sum + qˆ j *pˆ(n−j ) *nchoosek (n−i −1, j−1)*( eta2 /(






1 f unc t i on out = I (n , c , alpha , beta , d e l t a )
2 sum=0;
3 f o r i =1:n
4 sum=sum+(beta / alpha ) ˆ(n−i ) *Hh( i , beta *c−de l t a ) ;
5 end
6 out=sum ;
7 i f beta>0 && alpha˜=0
8 out=−(exp ( alpha *c ) / alpha ) *sum+(beta / alpha ) ˆ(n+1)*( s q r t (2*
pi ) / beta ) *exp ( alpha * de l t a / beta+alpha ˆ2/(2* beta ˆ2) ) *
normcdf(−beta *c+de l t a+alpha /beta , 0 , 1 ) ;
9 e l s e i f beta<0 && alpha<0
10 out=−(exp ( alpha *c ) / alpha ) *sum+(beta / alpha ) ˆ(n+1)*(
s q r t (2* pi ) / beta ) *exp ( alpha * de l t a / beta+alpha ˆ2/(2*
beta ˆ2) ) *normcdf ( beta *c−de l ta−alpha /beta , 0 , 1 ) ;
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11 e l s e




1 f unc t i on out=Pi (n , lambda ,T)
2 out=(exp(−lambda*T) ˆlambdaˆn) /( f a c t o r i a l (n) ) ;
3 end
Ψ Functions
1 f unc t i on out = Psi (mu, sigma , lambda , p , q , eta1 , eta2 , a ,T)
2 sum old= Pi (0 , lambda ,T) *normcdf (−(a−mu*T) /( sigma* s q r t (T) )
, 0 , 1 ) ;
3 n=1;
4 d i f =1;
5 out=sum old ;
6 end
Valuation Function
1 f unc t i on out = Kou( type , So ,X, r , sigma , lambda , p , eta1 , eta2 ,T) %%
r−> r−q
2 q=1−p ;
3 i f eta1<=1 | | eta2<=0
4 out =0;
5 e l s e
6 zeta=(p* eta1 ) /( eta1−1)+(q* eta2 ) /( eta2 +1)−1;
7 p t i l d e =(p/(1+ zeta ) ) *( eta1 /( eta1−1) ) ;
8 q t i l d e=1−p t i l d e ;
9 e t a 1 t i l d e=eta1 −1;
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10 e t a 2 t i l d e=eta2 +1;
11 l ambda t i lde=lambda *( ze ta +1) ;
12 c a l l=So*Psi ( r+sigmaˆ2/2−lambda* zeta , sigma , lambda t i lde ,
p t i l d e , q t i l d e , e t a 1 t i l d e , e t a 2 t i l d e , l og (X/So ) ,T) −
X*exp(−r *T) *Psi ( r−sigmaˆ2/2−lambda* zeta , sigma ,
lambda , p , q , eta1 , eta2 , l og (X/So ) ,T) ;
13 i f type==1
14 out = c a l l ;
15 e l s e




The Variance Gamma Model
Valuation Function
1 f unc t i on out = VG( type , So ,X, r ,T, theta , nu , sigma )
2 CF VG =@(u) (1./(1−1 i .*u .* theta .* nu+sigma ˆ2*nu /2 .*u . ˆ 2 ) ) . ˆ (T/
nu) ;
3 CF VG lgST=@(u) exp ( 1 i .*u . * ( l og ( So )+r *T+T/nu* l og (1− theta *nu
−sigma ˆ2*nu/2) ) ) .*CF VG(u) ;
4 integrand1 =@(u) r e a l ( exp(−1 i .*u .* l og (X) ) .*CF VG lgST(u−1 i )
. / ( 1 i .*u .*CF VG lgST(−1 i ) ) ) ;
5 integrand2 =@(u) r e a l ( exp(−1 i .*u .* l og (X) ) .*CF VG lgST(u) . / ( 1
i .*u) ) ;
6 i n t e g r a l 1 = quadgk ( integrand1 , 0 . 0 1 , i n f , ’ RelTol ’ ,1 e−8, ’ AbsTol ’
,1 e−12) ; %’ MaxIntervalCount ’ , 200000
7 i n t e g r a l 2 = quadgk ( integrand2 , 0 . 0 1 , i n f , ’ RelTol ’ ,1 e−8, ’ AbsTol ’
,1 e−12) ;
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8 Prob1 = 0 .5 + (1/ p i ) * i n t e g r a l 1 ;
9 Prob2 = 0 .5 + (1/ p i ) * i n t e g r a l 2 ;
10 c a l l = So*Prob1 − X*exp(−r *T) *Prob2 ;
11 i f type==1
12 out = c a l l ;
13 e l s e
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